
Operation Husky 

Operation Husky stands as a pivotal military campaign in World War II, representing the 

Allied forces' first successful large-scale invasion of Axis-held territory in Europe. This operation 

in July 1943 targets the island of Sicily and serves as a steppingstone towards the liberation of 

Italy and significantly alters the course of the war. Operation Husky showcases the combined 

efforts of diverse Allied forces, displays strategic brilliance, and offers valuable lessons for 

subsequent military campaigns. This essay delves into the details of Operation Husky, highlights 

the planning, execution, and ultimate outcomes. In addition, the questions of the lessons we can 

learn from Operation Husky, and how would my life and future be different if Americans had not 

fought and died in this operation will be answered. 

Operation Husky emerged from the collective desire of the Allied powers to gain a 

foothold in Europe and put an end to Axis control. Following a successful campaign in North 

Africa and the expulsion of Axis troops from the region, there is great pressure on the allies to 

open a front against the Axis in mainland Europe.  Spearheaded by General Dwight D. 

Eisenhower, the Supreme Commander of the Allied Expeditionary Force, and coordinated with 

British General Sir Harold Alexander, a plan develops to strike the underside of Europe through 

Italy. With large troop formations and ships in the region from the successful North-African 

campaign, time and resources could be saved by opening a new front and efforts could be made 

to liberate Sicily from fascist Italy to hasten the downfall of Benito Mussolini's regime. The 

operation aims to secure vital bases in the Mediterranean, disrupt Axis supply lines, divert 

German forces from the Eastern Front, and set the stage for a future Allied invasion of mainland 

Italy. 
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Operation Husky demanded meticulous planning and collaboration among the Allied 

nations. The invasion force comprised of British, American, and Canadian troops, along with 

contingents from various other countries, a massive naval armada, consisting of over 3,000 ships 

and landing craft, a significant airborne component made up of 4,000 aircraft incorporated to 

secure key objectives behind enemy lines. Intelligence gathering and deception campaigns 

played critical roles in diverting Axis attention from the true target and ensured the element of 

surprise. 

Operation Husky began on the night of 9 July 1943, as airborne units dropped 

paratroopers and glider troops deep behind enemy lines to secure key positions and disrupt Axis 

defenses. The main amphibious assault commenced in the early hours of July 10, as Allied forces 

landed on the southern and southeastern coasts of Sicily. Despite initial challenges, such as rough 

seas, heavy German artillery fire, and tenacious Axis resistance, the Allied troops persevered and 

managed to establish beachheads and push inland. Further up in the higher echelons of 

command, a battle raged over control of ground forces and supplies. Indeed, much time and 

resources were wasted by incapable commanders and the egos of major generals. As a result of 

logistical issues and the impeded progression of the campaign, the Axis forces were able to 

evacuate thousands of troops and tons supplies to mainland Italy without severe interference 

from the Allies. This blunder would prove to strengthen the troop formations and defenses in 

mainland Italy which would need to be taken soon after Sicily. Ultimately, the successful capture 

of Sicily overshadows the few failures and only high command would work to iron out these 

issues in preparation for the possibility of future landings. 

Operation Husky achieved remarkable success, inflicted significant losses on the Axis 

forces and accomplished key objectives. The invaders swiftly pushed through Sicily, encountered 



fierce resistance but demonstrated their superior coordination, firepower, and air support. Many 

allied soldiers sacrificed their lives for the cause, including Second Lieutenant Robert Craig 

whose actions on the 11 July 1943, on the island of Sicily would earn him a Medal of Honor. By  

17 August 1943, the Allies declared the island secure, and Mussolini's regime collapsed shortly 

afterward. Operation Husky dealt a severe blow to Axis morale, diverted German troops from 

other fronts, and set the stage for the subsequent invasion of mainland Italy. A second front had 

opened putting immense strain on Europe’s remaining Axis powers. Above all, Operation Husky 

was a glimpse of what was to come. With soviet offensives on the Eastern front gaining steam, 

continual allied bombing of industrial targets, and with a lack of critical resources and 

manpower, it was just a matter of time until Axis defeat. By either blockade, bombing, or direct 

offensive action Germany and her allies would eventually succumb to the overwhelming 

capacity of the allies’ war waging capabilities. 

Operation Husky provided valuable lessons for future military operations. This operation 

highlighted the importance of meticulous planning, effective intelligence gathering, and 

comprehensive coordination between different branches of the military and nations. The 

successful application of combined arms tactics, effective use of air superiority, and the role of 

deception in diverting enemy attention were all critical takeaways from the operation. 

Furthermore, Operation Husky underscored the significance of securing logistical bases and 

disrupting enemy supply lines to achieve military success. All these lessons and more were 

critical in the allied invasion of Normandy a year later. Operation Overlord, though much larger 

in scale, benefitted from superior unit organization and logistical planning as a result from the 

lessons learned in Sicily. Perhaps without the lessons, confidence, and understanding gained 



from the landing operations in the Mediterranean, the landings at Normandy could have proved 

far more difficult or even impossible in certain aspects. 

          The lessons from Operation Husky and the immense logistical and material operations 

required to facilitate such a landing reverberate through our history. Aside from the immense 

strategic intelligence and combat experience, gained which still proves applicable in the 

battlefields of today, Operation Husky echoes the lessons of bravery, loyalty, and courage so 

deeply intertwined in American history. It was the heroes, like Lieutenant Colonel Arthur 

Gorham who fought without concern for themselves and made the ultimate sacrifice, who 

guaranteed the success of this mission. Any operation, no matter how well-prepared and 

concealed, has the potential to and will fail if individual soldiers fail to uphold their duty and 

responsibility to one another. Ultimately, all military operations fall to the individual soldier. who 

with only his rifle chooses to work for a goal which he may never see. It is the thousands of men 

who fought and died on the island of Sicily who teach us the lesson we must never forget -only 

through the devoted actions of selfless men and women can the ideals of freedom and justice be 

upheld and rendered absolute for those at home and abroad. 

 Most significantly, I learned, genuine American heroes emerged triumphant. The 

decisions and actions of each man saved the lives of countless others and served as the greatest 

examples of service over self. Heroes like medal of honor recipient Second Lieutenant Robert 

Craig and Colonel Author Gorham who earned his second distinguished service cross as part of 

this offensive, as well as each soldier who overcame fears and fatigue, to defend freedom. These 

are the model behaviors each American should daily strive to emulate. These men are the 

standard, the line drawn in the sand of what every American, including myself, should utilize as 

a measuring tool for determining have I given my best, my all for my country and my 



community. From Operation Husky I learned freedom is never free and there is a cause-and-

effect in every choice I make. 

           Without American involvement in Operation Husky, a severe strain would be placed on 

Allied forces. America infantry, weapons, and supplies made up a large part of the planned 

landing force including many of the ships, planes, landing craft, and logistical resources required 

to pull off what at the time was the largest beach landing of the Second World War. The removal 

of American contributions from Operation Husky would have weakened the support system of 

the allied forces.  Without America troops, additional time planning, photographing, and gaining 

intelligence, more time spent moving supplies and fighting on the beaches would have weakened 

the Allies force. Without American’s superior actions, the strategic requirements to ensure 

success would have fallen to suboptimal allied forces. Even though, the Axis powers were 

already on the backfoot from fighting on the Eastern front and North Africa with only a matter of 

time before defeat, without America, the war would be prolonged- with increased death and 

destruction as the result- a massive effect on our way of life. Without the war effort in Sicily and 

Italy beginning when it did the second world war could have continued for months or even years. 

Millions more civilians and soldiers would have needed to die to bring this horrific war to its 

conclusion. Without America, the delicate balance of the cold war would have easily been offset 

and from there anything could have happened. It is unimaginable to fathom the depths of evil the 

axis powers could demonstrate in even a sort time let alone additional potential years of war. The 

suffering of the European countries specifically, the regions of Italy would have become more 

dire and desperate isolating people and communities from the eternal ideologies of freedom, 

truth, and fair treatment. There is only one world which everyone must share, atrocities in one 

area spill over to other societies and influence values, economics, security, and life. Without 



Operation Husky the whole world changes, the balance of powers shifts, and destruction 

continues. My life would ever be changed; I am grateful for Operation Husky and each member 

of our armed forces for protecting my freedoms in the past and in the future from seen and 

unseen threats.  

          The success of every war, military operation, patrol, and offensive ultimately falls to the 

capabilities of the humble soldier. Though alone his impact may be small, when united with 

thousands like him, he brings about sweeping change across the battlefield. Without any nation’s 

involvement, including Americas, the success of Operation Husky could easily have become a 

story of failure- Axis power would have maintained control of the Mediterranean, the brutal war 

would have lengthened, the systematic execution of an entire race would have continued, and the 

inhabitants of Italy would have suffered forced military oppression. 

In conclusion, Operation Husky marked a turning point in World War II and 

demonstrated the Allied forces' ability to conduct large-scale amphibious-operations successfully. 

Through their determination, valor, and strategic brilliance, the Allies liberated Sicily, weakened 

Axis forces, and paved the way for the eventual collapse of fascist Italy. The Landing would 

draw Axis forces from the Eastern front cementing the declining power of the Axis war machine. 

The lessons learned from Operation Husky would prove invaluable in subsequent campaigns, 

shaping the strategies and tactics employed by Allied forces in the European theater.  
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